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Web Archiving in 12 Steps
• Select Platform 
• Create Policies
• Find and Compile Sites/Seeds
• Decide on Metadata Schemes
• Create Metadata
• Test Crawls
• Adjust Crawl Parameters
• Crawl Sites
• Add to Finding Aid
• Adjust/Update as Needed
• Create Procedures
• Outreach
Select Platform:
Open Source or Subscription?
Resources on Software:
• Practical E-Records: 
Software and Tools for 
Archivists
• International Internet 
Preservation Consortium 
Tools and Software
• Digital Curation Centre’s 
Web Archiving
Archive-It (from the 
Internet Archive)


Create Policies
• Coverage
• Preservation/Access
• Copyright
• Take Down
Trinity’s Web Archiving 
Policy:
http://libguides.trinity.edu/ld
.php?content_id=1895810
Case Study: Archiving Student 
Organizations
“Despite the importance of such organizational records to the 
mission of academic archives, they present many persistent 
difficulties for archival management. These stem from 
several conditions common to their existence. Student and 
faculty organizations, by their very nature, operate largely 
outside the administrative framework of the institution... 
Moreover, the mechanisms an archivist might normally use 
to solicit institutional records and arrange for regular 
transfers will only be marginally effective for these 
groups...their membership, leadership, program scope, and 
even their very existence are constantly changing. The fact 
that many of these organizations may become defunct 
before the archivist first learns of their existence makes 
difficult not only the acquisition of their records, but also 
their proper description.” –William Maher, The Management 
of College and University Archives, p. 234-235 (1992)
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Introducing…Spidey
Spidey’s web 
didn’t make 
itself...to build it 
she needed 
certain threads...
Thread #1
Where does she 
find the sites to 
crawl?

Metadata
Thread #2
We have 170 websites 
for student 
organizations…
some are updated 
hourly, others weekly, 
others yearly…
so how frequently does 
she crawl them?
We are taking “Snapshots” of 
the Web
What’s the problem?
We have 170 sites 
+ updated at various intervals
+ that may change updating 
schedule at any time
+ limited data storage 
Solution: 
Simple is Sustainable
Website Updated
One Time
Hourly
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Semi-Annually
Annual
Frequency of Our Crawls
One Time
Hourly
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Semi-Annually
Annual
Thread #3
What if an 
organization has 2 
websites or more?  
How do she keep 
them together?
Metadata
Group
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Thread #4
How does she crawl 
sites so they look the 
way they do on the 
live web 
AND 
stay within her data 
budget?
Test Crawls
Depending on how much data you have to archive, 
good idea to run test crawls 
These crawls tell you how much data you will archive, 
but do not count that data against your subscription
We ran test crawls to see how much data we would 
likely crawl
Adjusting Crawl Parameters
Great idea for social 
media sites
Without it, might 
capture poor quality 
or too much web 
Archive-It provides 
suggested 
parameters for 
social media sites 
including Facebook, 
Youtube, Twitter, 
Vimeo
Date of 
crawl
Changes 
including 
member names
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Thread #5
How does she 
integrate archived 
sites into a finding 
aid?  
Does she need to 
add a link for all 
170 sites?
Adding to Finding 
Aid
Remember: 
Simple is Sustainable

Spidey made it and built her 
web!
Where Will Spidey Go Next?
Faculty Websites
Adjust/Update Schedule
Ideas:
Every other year have students check our list for new 
sites
Prioritize organizations with no known site for re-
checking
I’ll also add sites as they become known through 
campus listservs and word of mouth
Current “Outreach”
Mostly Passive and Hidden (on Libguide and Archon 
Finding Aid)
Future Outreach Ideas
Reach out to campus through University Librarian to 
Advertise service 
Solicit potential sites for crawling
Suggest potential uses to users
Classes
Historical Info for Clubs
Solicit suggestions for further outreach
Reach out through our Special Collections blog and 
newsletter
Create and share video tutorial on searching our archived 
sites 
Spidey made it!  And you can 
too…
Email me: 
mtoups@trinity.edu
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